
ACTIVE-
Compliance
Lower the risk profile of your 
unstructured data  by understanding 
what data you have and where it’s 
stored. Map, classify and manage data 
at scale. 

Shine a Light on “Dark Data” 

During the course of normal business activity, organizations are generating and 

collecting massive amounts of data. Many are struggling to control data growth, 

leading to vast stores of unknown “dark data” and increased risk.  

ACTIVE-Compliance offers content cleanup together with identification and 

remediation of sensitive data. Whether used as part of a  data privacy, storage 

optimization or risk mitigation program, ACTIVE-Compliance works at scale and 

provides information down to the file level, enabling rapid and informed remediation 

decisions.  

Deployed to a virtual, physical or cloud hybrid environment, ACTIVE-Compliance 

provides a map of e-trash, redundant, obsolete and trivial (ROT) content and 

potentially sensitive data. Working on content in place, it allows unwanted files to be 

removed or quarantined efficiently in bulk and presents  workflow-driven review of 

sensitive data violations for remediation.

• Analyze large data volumes (petabyte scale)  

• Robust list of connectors including SharePoint, Exchange, Office 365   

 Confluence, OpenText and G Suite

On-prem 
software

Quick time-to-
value

4.5/5* on 
Gartner Peer 

Insights



As a leader in the file analysis market, 
ActiveNav is well positioned to help 
organizations of all sizes establish a 
program that can achieve regulatory 
compliance and minimize information 
risk.

Out-of-the-box and 
customizable rules                                                                                                                                            
                                                          
Pre-built workflows, rule sets and 

taxonomies that help customers do 

common tasks such as finding ROT 

data, as well as identifying sensitive 

information. Custom workflows can 

be built to achieve bespoke results.

Resolve data spillage and 
PII

Discover and remediate sensitive 

content including social security 

numbers, credit card numbers, 

date of birth and other sensitive 

content using automated rules. 

Sensitive data  
remediation 

The flexible deployment model and 

user interface removes the need for 

specialist expertise to effectively 

deal with large data volumes.

Optimize data storage  
infrastructure

Enjoy typical storage reductions 

of 30%+ by defensibly deleting 

e-trash, ROT (Redundant, Obsolete, 

and Trivial), stale and low value 

content.

Defensible data 
minimization

With built-in audit functions, all 

actions form part of a defensible 

and repeatable process. 

Automated workflows prevent 

runaway growth.

Powerful reporting 
and visualizations                                                                                                                                   
                                                                         
Fully configurable reporting 

modules allow insights into 

the discovered data and any 

downstream actions taken. 
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Visit  ACTIVENAV.COM

  GET STARTED TODAY. SEE ACTIVE-COMPLIANCE IN ACTION. REQUEST YOUR DEMO.  

http://www.activenav.com/request-a-demo

